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CONTINENT

Universal 25/35/50 mm venetian blind system
– designed to support multiple slat
materials, widths and tape options
Continent is a robust and flexible blind for volume sales. The system is suitable as a free-hanging or in-between glazing
blind and is available with a range of different control options including the ultrawand with one-operation control for
lift and tilt. Continent covers most applications for 25, 35 and 50 mm aluminium slats and 25 mm wood slats.
Cost-efficient components and reliable handling routines help streamline production, cut costs and reduce stock.
Several customer options use the same components. Continent uses snap-in stop rings and easily mounted internal
end caps. A plastic protective film on the head and bottom rails prevents scratches during handling and delivery,
reducing both claims and scrap.
Continent’s design makes installation quick and easy in nearly every type of window. The system has the
appropriate brackets and hooks to ensure a reliable installation.
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Various bracket options.

Snap-in stop ring speeds
up assembly compared
with the standard stop
ring with screw.

Woven tape is easy to
mount on tape roll.

Choose from tilt gear and
cord tilter operation.

Special tape roll for
string tape. The tape roll
support is the same as
for woven tape.

Two sizes of crash-proof
cord lock for two ranges
of cord thickness.

Plastic film on both
head and bottom rails
prevents scratches
during delivery and
production.

Easy-to-mount internal
end caps for a more
attractive design.

Suitable for 25, 35 and
50 mm aluminium slats
and 25 mm wood slats.
Use stringtape or wide
woven up to 25 mm.

Ultrawand – for one-operation
control and child safety.
Same grip components for tassel or
wand reduce stock requirements.

Sizes

Support material

Maximum width: 3500 mm (11’6”)
Maximum height: 3000 mm (9’10”)
Maximum area: 9.0 m2 (97 sq ft)

Component book
Assembly manual
Colour availability chart
Colour matching chart
Aluminium slat colour decks: 25, 35, and 50 mm
Wood slat colour deck: 25 mm

Installation
Free-hanging
Swivel brackets and box brackets (both steel and plastic)
In-between glazing
Installation brackets and installation hook brackets
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Triangular wand
components provide
an attractive option
and additional
performance.

